Cube Cubie 180 SL red´n´green´n´black
2019
Product price:

329,00 € tax included
Product attributes:
Wheelsize: 18 Inch
Frame: Hard Tail

Product description:
Cube Cubie 180 SL red´n´green´n´black 2019
The all new Cubie 180 brings the V brake system of a real mountain bike to a perfectly
proportioned, lightweight aluminium frame designed especially for budding little rippers. With
features like the complex profile down tube borrowed from our adult range, you can be sure that
this is a real mountain bike... just in miniature form. An alumumium fork complements the frame
perfectly, and we've carefully selected the components to provide a comfortable fit and perfect
function for young riders. From new width CUBE tyres to the brake levers designed for small hands,
we've taken care of all the details. A singlespeed setup means all that's needed is to get on and
pedal, while a Hebie Chainlooper encloses the chain and keeps it away from your youngster's legs.
Kids may be small, but they're capable of giving a bike frame a really hard time simply through
their enthusiasm, energy and the process of learning by making mistakes. The Cubie 180 takes its
cue from its adult counterparts, blending lightweight aluminium tubes into a stiff, svelte and strong
structure that's built to take everyday knocks and scrapes in its stride. There's plenty of clearance
for our new CUBE tyres, and we've fitted V brake bosses front and rear so your child can learn how
to control their speed with proper, 'grown-up' brakes. It's every inch a real mountain bike, just
stripped down to the bare essentials.
frame Alu Lite 6061
colour red´n´green´n´black
size 18"
fork Rigid Alloy fork
headset CUBE A-Headset
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stem CUBE Alu lite
handlebar CUBE Alu lite
grips Velo
brake system Alloy V-Brake With Power Modulator
crankset Hudson, 32T, 114mm with Chainguard
rims Aluminium
front hub CUBE Aluminium
rear hub CUBE Aluminium
tyres Schwalbe Black Jack
pedals CUBE Kid
saddle CUBE Kid
seat post CUBE Alu Lite
seatclamp CUBE
bell Nuvo
extras Reflektoren, Training Wheels, Flag
weight 7,5 kg
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